
 
 

Key stage 1 English writing standardisation exercise 2 

For this standardisation exercise, you should assume that following the discussion with 

the teacher during the moderation, you are satisfied that the writing is independent, 

including the use of any source material and that any edits are the 

pupil’s own. 

Where handwriting seems inconsistent, you should base your judgement on the 

strongest piece and assume that this is validated by further evidence in the 

pupil’s books. 

Where there is no evidence of correct spelling of words from the statutory word lists in 

the pupil’s independent writing, you should assume that the teacher has provided 

evidence in the form of spelling tests or writing from across the curriculum. 

This exercise does not contain any collections from pupils deemed to have a 

particular weakness. 

All assessments should be made using the Teacher assessment frameworks at the end 

of key stage 1: English writing – working towards the expected standard, working at the 

expected standard or working at greater depth. You should not assume that the 

exercise includes one collection from each of the standards. Each collection should be 

judged individually. 

Pupil A 

This collection includes: 

A) a set of instructions 

B) a non-chronological report 

C) a story 

D) a letter 

E) a recount 

  

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/740343/2018-19_teacher_assessment_frameworks_at_the_end_of_key_stage_1_WEBHO.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/740343/2018-19_teacher_assessment_frameworks_at_the_end_of_key_stage_1_WEBHO.pdf
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Key stage 1 

Pupil A – Piece A: a set of instructions 

Context: pupils learned about ‘real life superheroes’ through the ‘Little People, Big 

Dreams’ series of books. Following class discussions on the qualities a superhero might 

possess and recapping the structure of a recipe, pupils wrote up a recipe for ‘how to be  

a superhero’.  
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Key stage 1 

Pupil A – Piece B: a non-chronological report 

Context: pupils read the text ‘Lila and the Secret of Rain’ by David Conway as part of 

their geography learning about Kenya. Following research, pupils wrote a report  

about Kenya. 
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Key stage 1 

Pupil A – Piece C: a story 

Context: pupils shared the story of ‘Katie Morag and the Tiresome Ted’ by Mairi 

Hedderwick. Pupils wrote their own version of the story and were asked to change the 

reason why Katie was in trouble with her parents.  
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Key stage 1 

Pupil A – Piece D: a letter 

Context: as part of their topic work ‘Protecting our Planet’, pupils read ‘Duffy’s Lucky 

Escape’ by Ellie Jackson, which is a story that highlights the problem of plastic in the 

ocean. Pupils then wrote letters to local supermarkets to persuade them to use less 

plastic. 
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Key stage 1 

Pupil A – Piece E: a recount 

Context: pupils visited an outdoor education centre and wrote a recount of their day. 

They were encouraged to use adverbials of time to create coherence across paragraphs. 
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Key stage 1 

Pupil B 

This collection includes: 

A) a retelling of a story 

B) a postcard in role 

C) a retelling of a story 

D) a recount of a school trip 

E) a retelling of a story 

F) a recount in role 
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Key stage 1 

Pupil B – Piece A: a retelling of a story 

Context: pupils shared ‘The Bear and the Piano’ by David Litchfield. They used a story 

map to support a retell of the story. Some key vocabulary was displayed around the 

classroom such as ‘bear’ and ‘stunning’.  
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Key stage 1 

Pupil B – Piece B: a postcard in role 

Context: pupils wrote a postcard home following their in-class exploration of a local zoo.  
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Key stage 1 

Pupil B – Piece C: a retelling of a story 

Context: pupils read the story ‘Meerkat Mail’ by Emily Gravett and created a story map. 

They then wrote a retell of the story.  
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Key stage 1 

Pupil B – Piece D: a recount of a school trip 

Context: pupils went on a school trip to the zoo. They independently sequenced images 

from the day and then wrote a recount of events.  
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Key stage 1 

Pupil B – Piece E: a retelling of a story 

Context: as part of their learning about the ocean, pupils read ‘The Secret of Black Rock’ 

by Joe Todd-Stanton. Following a session where pupils mapped out the story, they went 

on to write a retell of the story.  

 

Transcription: 

One day there was a girl could Erin and the dog could 
Archie. Erin relly wanted to see Black rock so she went on the 
boat but Archie would snif her out so she hid in a bag of 
rubish. So she salid out to the sea and she sore 
Black Rock so she tould them I 
sore Black rock. Black Rock said the perints went to 
Black rock. Erin wand them to stop. Black Rock 
was home to fish. 
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Key stage 1 

Pupil B – Piece F: a recount in role 

Context: as part of their learning about the ocean, pupils read ‘The Secret of Black Rock’ 

by Joe Todd-Stanton. Pupils were asked to write about Black Rock in role as one of the 

characters from the story.  
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Key stage 1 

Pupil C 

This collection includes: 

A) a setting description 

B) a persuasive advert 

C) a diary entry 

D) a recount 

E) a narrative 

F) a non-chronological report 
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Key stage 1 

Pupil C – Piece A: a setting description 

Context: as part of the theme ‘Rainforests’, pupils wrote a setting description using their 

senses. The children explored forest settings outside to stimulate vocabulary. 
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Key stage 1 

Pupil C – Piece B: an advertisement  

Context: pupils wrote an advert to encourage people to visit Rio de Janeiro. They used 

statements based on their learning in geography lessons and applied their knowledge 

whilst using persuasive techniques. 
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Key stage 1 

Pupil C – Piece C: a diary entry 

Context: pupils shared the book ‘The Invisible’ by Tom Percival, a story about a young 

girl named Isabel, who has to move home and struggles with this and feels ‘invisible’. 

Pupils wrote a diary entry from the perspective of Isabel during the latter part of the book. 

Pupils were encouraged to express emotions which Isabel might have experienced in the 

story. 
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Key stage 1 

Pupil C – Piece D: a recount 

Context: this piece of writing was based on a school trip to an adventure park. Pupils 

wrote about their experiences and explained what they did on the day. A full transcription 

is included below the pupil script. 
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Transcription:  
On Thursday 23rd June, me and my year group went on a trip to the family-

friendly, enjoyable and spectacular Sxxxxxx Adventureland. Me and my 

friends were exctremely grateful to our teachers for this oppurtunity, we felt 

elated about it. At 7am, I woke up (without anybody doing it for me). 
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Apparently, the school trip excitement made me energeticly quick and 

speedy so I was ready near 7:20am. Twenty-five minutes later, me, my 

sister and my mum were hurriedly rushing to school so I wasn’t late for my 

first ever school trip in reception, Year one and two. When we arrived at 

breakfast club I asked miss Mxxxxx to take me to my classroom for my 

school trip. We sensibly and silently walked to my classroom. My class 

collected their lunch and off we went. We were where we needed, the coach 

was a bit (10) minutes late. When we got on it departed 5 minutes later, we 

talked and did funny things while we were on it.  

When we stopped where we were supposed to park, ms Mxxxxx said we 

going to get off row by row so (row by row) we got off. Lastly me and  

Oxx got (we were last because, obviously, we were the last row) off. 

Eveantually (when we were off the coach), when I took my first step inside, I 

saw a few attractions that we would hopefully go on. There were 7 or 8 

picnic benches. As soon as we had eaten our snack, we hurriedly strolled 

through Shotgun City to put our bags down. Every-one thought this place 

was mesmerizing, phenominal and all the other words that are synonms to 

the words that were before. ^What a spectacular it would be! Everbody was 

ready for there first ride ^it was the Robin Hood rid. Everyone thought it was 

very short because we only saw a semi-circle. We were waiting for quite a 

long time for it to come back. When it came back we got on i we thought that 

it would go kind of slow, it went much slower than we had predicted. Me and 

my friends (while we were on the ride (were counting the chests. There was 

a lot of dark spaces, everyone was eager to go on the next ride. As soon as 

Miss O xxxxx announced that we were going on the waterride next everyone 

tripled there excitement levels. We silently walked to the waterride and got 

into a line. Finally, me and Oxxxxx got on with Mr W xxxxx. I couldn’t believe 

my eyes when I nearly finished and saw the barrel that squirted 5 long strips 

of water at you when you were totally not expected it at all. You got 

drenched if you were lucky. Once everyone had there turn we went to sit 

down underneath a tall tree that covered most of us in shade. We finished 

our lunch and went to candyland. A lot of people loathed the smell and av-

oided to go inside. Some people got a bit lost inside but they luckily found a 

way out. There were bits of the candy that you could press or wiggle and it 

would say somet-hing. After everyone had 20 minutes to just explore we 

moved on to the spooky house. We got split into our groups and went 

upstairs, a few people went back to the ground level because they were too 
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scared to carry on. The people that carried on saw the bats and cauldrons 

that were plastered (in glowing lights) on the wall. We also descended down 

some very narrow and steep steps. We went to a place where we saw 

someone trapped in a cell and someone writing a letter using a type writer. 

That is something that they used in the olden days to write letters, etc etc. 

The next thing was a game where you had to shoot the sneaky rodents. The 

game sadly did not work properly because when someone shot them directly 

nothing happened, no sighn that they had hit the rodent. Eventually, we 

started heading for a ride. It was mysterious what ride we were walking 

towards, people thougt it would be Shotgun City. The people who thougt that 

it was Shotgun City were 100% correct. 
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Key stage 1 

Pupil C – Piece E: a narrative 

Context: pupils chose their character, problem and story starter from a selection of  

visual images. They story mapped their ideas, so the story had a clear start, build up, 

problem, resolution and ending. Note that highlighting is the pupil’s own editing. A full 

transcription is included below the pupil script. 
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Transcription: 

As I was playing football (with my friends), an airplane swiftly glided over the heads of the 

goalie (still my friend), the player who was playing against me and finally, myself. When it 

finally reached me something unexpected and peculiar happened, a tunnel appeared out 

of nowhere (literally). My friend said half time as soon as it happened which was strange 

and weird. I went to investigate, I was so intrigued that I quietly crept inside to see where 

it lead to... I was in for a big surprise! It (apperantly) lead to outer space, it was the most 

vast place I have ever seen in my entire life. The gas-filled stars were blinding me with 

every corner of my greenish, brownish eyes so I closed my eyes extremely speedily but 

my eyes adjusted very quickly to the brightness. The scorching sun was coming to about 

mid-dayish, my friends must have been worried-sick. There was a lot of planets, craters 
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and astroids, they were just floating in the atmosphere which did not have any gravity. I 

felt a tingly feeling in my feet which made me laugh out loud. There was a broken mirror 

on the floor so I picked it up, I looked at my face and I saw anteners and freckles. I saw 

that I had three-fingerced hands and 3 eyes. I carried on walking for what felt like hours, 

my legs were aching crazily with every step that I took. out of the corner of my eye I saw 

a brown, cylinder-like thing. In about 30 seconds I figured out what it was, it was a log 

(finally, something to sit on). What I hadn’t figured was that it was quite spiky and it was a 

moving brown crocidile. I speedily ran of it and thought that I was out of trouble but when 

I looked up the aliens, who were bowing to a kind of cute looking penguin, all turned 

around and stared. I suddenly recognised the penguin was my pet, his fiery red eyes, 

his... Wait what? Usaully he had icy blue eyes. He picked what looked like a magical 

sword, I knew it was magical because red sparks was erupting from the hamful, 

unstoppable sword and swung it from side to side. It looked like he was trying to 

hypnotise me (as if that was going to work). Guess what it (sadly for me and great for the 

penguin) worked. I was rooted to the exact spot I was standing on (I could not even move 

my tongue) (crazy). With a great splash I tumbled backwards into the mucky pond. 

Without warning, two, what felt like rocket boosters, boosted me back up to eyelevel with 

the penguin because I could not move my eyes all I could do was stare at the penguin. 

His eyes were glitching with two colours red and blue, red and blue and finally they 

stayed at blue. With a loud click I unfroze and pengy (that’s his name) put the sword 

down. We ran to each other and hugged (very tighty) and he squeezed my lungs. We 

held the sword above our heads and the aliens bowed to both of us. I remembered that I 

had to get back to my friends. I said “sorry I have to go, my friends must be extremely 

worried” so I super quickly sprinted to the precise spot that I had come from... It (weirdly) 

wasn’t there anymore. The moment I had turned around the exact same plane came, it 

said “Time to go” on a banner. It what looked in slow motion gently glide over my head, 

the tunnel appeared and I climbed through it. My friends acted like not a milla second had 

passed, we carried on playing football and everyone went home. I snuggled in bed and 

thought “What a crazy daydream that must have been” I fell asleep quite quickly as you 

can imiagine. 
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Key stage 1 

Pupil C – Piece F: a non-chronological report  

Context: pupils wrote a non-chronological report about the layers of the rainforest. They 

conducted their own research whilst drawing on their knowledge from geography 

lessons. 
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